Supply chain Tracking and Actionable insights in Real Time (START)

COVID has disrupted Supply Chains across the globe and in many industries. It has also accelerated and magnified longer-term trends in making supply chains more agile and faster to respond to changes in demand or operational disruptions.

OUR SOLUTION

RE-FORECAST DEMAND on the latest information available.

ALLOCATE PRODUCT based on the highest ROI achievable & SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS when the seller runs out.

PRO-ACTIVELY PREDICT supply chain needs

CONSIDER THE LATEST SUPPLY CHAIN constraints at the time of shipment

BUSINESS BENEFITS

More Resilient & Efficient supply chain
Low Operational / Sales Cost
Protect Investment by using substitute products
Less Labor Disruption
Easy Time-to-Market with fast ROI

Features

Has functionality comparable to Control Tower at fraction of costs
Cloud, On-Prem option and Technology Agnostic

Cost and Time

Fixed Price, Monthly Subscription (SaaS)
10-20 Weeks Time to Realize Value - 4-8 Weeks
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